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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Lulu's On Main from Sylva. Currently, there are 17 meals and
drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also contact

them through their website. What User likes about Lulu's On Main:
Absolutely excellent food! The restaurant is very nice inside and the service is also great. They allow you to

make front calls and have exterior seats and unique interior seats. Lulu's has become our local favorite! read
more. What zack propst doesn't like about Lulu's On Main:

Wow. I?ve heard bad things but this is trash. I ordered the mixed grill to-go and live less than 6 minutes down the
road and got, this?.. As you can see the butter I got was maybe .25 of an ounce, in a 2 ounce portion cup. Joke.

The broccoli is under cooked and still has A LOT of stem. The chicken is ruby red in the middle on a piece of
chicken that?s PRE-GRILL MARKED meaning it?s frozen, then re-heated to look like... read more. Lulu's On

Main from Sylva is valued for its exquisite burgers, to which delicious fries, salads and other sides are
presented, and you can enjoy here scrumptious American dishes like Burger or Barbecue. Look forward to the
enjoyment of tasty vegetarian dishes, There's something for all tastes and it's impossible to go wrong with the

bite-sized Tapas.
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P�z�
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�tra�
GINGER

Desser�
CRÈME BRÛLÉE

Soup
ONION SOUP

Breakfas� Sid� Order�
GRITS

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
FRENCH

DESSERT
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LAMB CHOPS
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SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
ANANAS CHICKEN
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